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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANTITRUST CONFERENCE AT USD

The second annual Lyle L. Jones Antitrust Conference, sponsored by the University of San Diego School of Law and USD's Office of Continuing Education, will be held June 18 through 20 in San Diego at the Vacation Village Hotel.

The conference fee is $375. Accommodations are available at Vacation Village for $58 single, and $62 double. Pre-registration is required. For details, call (714) 293-4585.

The theme of the conference will be "Effective Use of New Techniques of Persuasion in Antitrust Trials." Following a welcoming address by Dean Donald T. Weckstein of USD's School of Law, lectures will focus on: Expediting Antitrust Trials; Use of Videotape to Record Testimony; Use of Media Specialists as Expert Help; Summaries, Surveys, Government Reports and Visual Aids; Discovery and Presentation of Computerized Evidence; the Use of Expert and Lay Opinion Testimony; Using the New Techniques at Trial; the Prospects for Television at Trial; Managing the

-more-
Multimedia Trial: A Judge's View; and a panel discussion: Are New Techniques of Persuasion Part of the Solution to the Challenge of the 80s?

A demonstration phase of the conference, based on a hypothetical case, will include such areas as: Comparative Techniques of Presenting Documentary and Demonstrative Evidence, Consulting a Media Specialist, and Demonstrations on Use of Videotape.

Conference Coordinators will be Professor Ralph Folsom of the USD Law School and Michael Busch of Sullivan, Jones & Archer in San Diego.

Lecturers and demonstrators will include: Patrick Sullivan and Stephen Oggel of Sullivan, Jones & Archer; Fred Bartlit Jr. of Kirkland & Ellis, Chicago; Professor Eleanor Fox of New York University Law School and USD Visiting Professor of Law; the Honorable John Grady, U.S. District Judge, Chicago; the Honorable Thomas Lambros, U.S. District Judge, Cleveland; Stephen Longstreth, Veriation Films, Palo Alto; Richard Lucas of Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe, San Francisco; and Mark Steinberg of O'Melveny & Myers, Los Angeles.
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